We claim the ornamental design for the stack of display rotators on a kiosk pole, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a stack of display rotators on a pole of a kiosk showing the pole inserted through multiple display rotators stacked on top of each other while the broken lines represent the remaining structure of the kiosk, with the broken line showing for illustrative purposes only and forming no part of the claimed design;

FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the stack of display rotators on the kiosk pole showing each of the display rotators having a different orientation;

FIG. 3 is a front elevational view of the stack of display rotators on the kiosk pole showing each of the display rotators facing a different angle;

FIG. 4 is a bottom plan view of the stack of display rotators on the kiosk pole angled differently from each other;

FIG. 5 is a left side elevational view of the stack of display rotators on the kiosk pole with each display rotator turned to an orientation different from the others;

FIG. 6 is a right side elevational view of the stack of display rotators on the kiosk pole; and,

FIG. 7 is a rear elevational view of the stack of display rotators on the kiosk pole.
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